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Description
Learn how to draw mermaids and other adorable creatures in Lulu Mayo’s unique and quirky style, using simple shapes and easy-to-
follow steps.

From a magical mermicorn and a friendly narwhal to a puppy cupid and a panda cupcake, these cute creations are loads of fun to draw. 
The book demonstrates how to create quirky kawaii-style characters in an easy, step-by-step way that will also have you coming up with 
your own cute characters in no time.

Using simple shapes, illustrator Lulu Mayo explains how to draw each mythical, magical or just plain marvellous creature. Her 30 
imaginative creations are sure to keep you entertained and inspired to dream up your very own weird and wonderful characters.

About the Author
Lulu Mayo is an award-winning illustrator with an eye for the quirky and idiosyncratic. Her work is energetic and often contains 
humorous and fantastical elements. She studied for a Master's degree in illustration at the University of the Arts London, UK and has 
designed greeting cards, posters, editorials, window displays and much more. Lulu is the illustrator behind the best-selling A Million
colouring book series, featuring A Million Cats, A Million Dogs, A Million Owls, A Million Bears, A Million Sloths and A Million Unicorns. 
She is also the creator of Cattitude: Drawing Cats for Creative People and How to Draw a Unicorn and Other Cute Creatures.

Learn more about Lulu and her work on her website www.lulumayo.com or follow her on Instagram @lulu_mayo_art.
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